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We live in a world of unseen energies which can affect us in positive or negative ways.
Only dowsing will open the door to these energies.
First there are the great numbers of earth energies which constitute geopathic stress.
For example, there are springs, water lines, clefts, cavities, mineral deposits, metal
deposits and the dangerous underground natural radioactive and radon fields. The
latter are usually so weak that a Geiger counter will not pick them up. But the
persistent effect of these weak, negative radioactive fields will in the long run cause
illness if they are, for example, under your bed.
Then there are the Power Points which are connected by grid lines and which form
large grids. One can dowse a Power Point where two grid lines cross. These can be
positive or negative in their effect on man or beast.
There are Subterra Points which are under the surface, and Terra Points which are
on the surface. The grid lines of these two types of points are running in an irregular
course. This is convenient to differentiate them from the important atmospheric
Power Points which are connected by straight grid lines. These atmospheric grid
lines run about a yard high over the surface of the planet.
Then there are the isolated, rare Planetary and Cosmic Power Points which are not
connected by grid lines.
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All kinds of Power Points have different symbols in the middle. These symbols are very
difficult to dowse but are useful to differentiate the various Power Points (Fig 1).
Important for us are the Health Power Points. There are, for example, Power Points
for diseases of the brain. A positive Point would help to heal disease, a negative Point
would aggravate disease.
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In ancient times people were experts in dowsing and built cult places and stone
monuments on locations of positive Health Points. Pope Gregory in the 6th Century
said that churches should be built on heathen cult places. Therefore many old
churches contain Health Points (Fig. 2). There are churches which contain a number
of Health Points which would not occur in a natural situation (Fig. 3). So in the
course of the centuries there must have been priests or monks who had the ability to
shift Power Points to enhance the quality of their churches.
There are quite a few churches in Devon which have Health Points and other
beneficial Points moved from their previous location into these churches. In Exeter
Cathedral one can dowse 17 beneficial Power Points. An incredible number of
positive Points can be dowsed on the ruins of Frithelstock Priory. What applies to
churches in Devon most likely applies to Christian churches all over Europe.
To summarise – we are influenced by Power Points. They can be either good,
beneficial and healing, or if negative, harmful to our minds and bodies.

